
PVCu Angle Beads
For use on all plastered and rendered corners where a true, sharp corner is required.
Its strong rigid arris protects and reinforces plaster where it is most vulnerable.

The most appropriate Catnic bead should be
chosen to suit the application, required plaster
depth and the desired finish.

Application and installation should be in
accordance with BS 5492:1990 Code of Practice 
for internal plastering and BS 5262:1991 Code of
Practice for external renderings. Catnic PVCu
plaster beads conform to BS EN 13914-1:2005 and
are manufactured from virgin polyvinylchloride
unplasticized, which is impact resistant, external
window grade and UV stable.

Application:

Fix beads simply in one of the following ways:

1.  Using stainless steel nails (compatible with bead material)
complying with BS 1202:Part 1, fixed at a maximum of 600mm
apart. When nailing to a solid background the line of the bead will
follow the line of the background. 

2.  Press the bead onto dabs of the same material as the undercoat;
dabs should be applied at a maximum of 600mm apart. This
method will even out minor irregularities in the line of the
background, although the line of the bead will tend to generally
follow the line of the background.

3. When beads are used with metal lath backgrounds, stainless steel
tying wire may be used to secure the beads in position. Soft stainless
steel wire complying with BS 1554 should be used to match the bead
and lath materials. All wires should be twisted tightly and the ends
bent away from the finished face of the coating.

Beads may be trimmed to length using fine toothed hacksaw or tin snips.
PVC pipe weld adhesive can be used for butt joints in conjunction with
link pegs where required.
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50 per box 40 per box 30 per box 30 per box

T = 10mm T = 12mm T = 15mm T = 19mm

W = 40mm W = 40mm W = 40mm W = 40mm

L = 2.5m L = 2.5m L = 2.5m L = 2.5m

Suitable for Internal and External use

PVCu Angle Beads
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Benefits of PVCu beads:
•   Precision engineered perforation

pattern
•   0.25mm high ribs at regular intervals
•   Pro-GripTM adhesion system for a

stronger bond
•   Withstands most site damage, non

corrosive & unaffected by weathering
•   Impact resistant, lightweight and safe

handling

Catnic PVCu plaster beads have been
designed to be used externally where
galvanised beads are not recommended,
and internally in areas where high
moisture or damp exist. A great range of
colours offer a variety of finish effects:

White 
RAL 9003

Ivory 
RAL 1015
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Grey  
RAL 7037

Brown 
RAL 8014
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Terracotta 
RAL 8203

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Black 
RAL 9005

Needs another colour?
Supply us with a RAL number
and we can match it*

*Terms and conditions apply.


